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Papa's Burgeria APK 1.0.23 (19.78 MB) Additional information Requires Android2.2 and up DeveloperFlipline Studios, dad's dream is to have a hamburger that belongs to himself and sell himself to a man who likes him. This is a very testable game that requires you to complete the customer's request in the shortest possible time, pay
attention to every detail, register the customer's request, and then according to their request to make hamburgers, pay attention to the oven and time, but also pay more attention to the new customers in the hall, simulate the reality of the Hamburg store , will be let you put it down the game. انعبات انعبات   FOLLOW US Package:
air.com.flipline.papasburgeria Author: Flipline Studios Version: 1.0.31 Update: 2015-01-01 Facebook Browser does not support downloading. Click to open Chrome Browser. Warranty secure installation, no add-on ads or malware Love our service? Share with your friends Storage: Change or delete the contents of your USB storage: •
Allows the app to write to USB storage.. Read the contents of the USB storage: • Allows the app to read the contents of the USB storage.. Camera: Take photos and videos: • Allows the app to take photos and videos with the camera. This permission allows the app to use the camera at any time without verification.. Network: Full network
access: • Allows the app to create network contacts and use custom network protocols. The browser and other applications provide funds to send data to the Internet, so this permission is not required to send data to the Internet.. Category GAME_STRATEGY Get It On: Requirements: Android 2.2 + Papa's Burgeria 1.0.31 APK for
Android 2.2 + Version 1.0.31 for Android 2.2 + Update on 2015-01-01 File Size 20,763,699 bytes App permissions display permissions What's new - Bug Fixes minecraft 1.17 apk download libre play apk toto rewards brève introduction Permissions Papa's Burgeria is now available to play on the go, with gameplay and controller
reimagined for Android phones. Grill, stack and serve burgers in a whole new way! You are again responsible for Papa Louie's famous Burgeria, where you will learn how to take orders, grill patties, add toppings and serve burgers to all your crazy customers. You'll need to multitaque between each area of the restaurant, with new controls
that feel just right in the palm of your hand: Go to the booking station to keep an eye on customers waiting in the lobby. Switch to Grill Station to drag patties on the grill and flip burgers to make them evenly. Go to Build Station to carefully make sandwiches with toppings and sauces exactly how they ordered, and deliver the finished burger
to earn points and tips! Each station is a convenient experience, where you have to drag, swipe and tap your way through the burger building process. With full multi-touch support, the process is more enjoyable ever before! Press many burgers at once to turn them all on the grill, or hold a finger on Build Station's bin slider for even better
precision when building. Keep your customers happy to earn more points and level up. As your level rises, unlock new toppings in the store, and new customers will start visiting Burgeria! Papa's Burgeria To Go also has unlockable toppings that are not available in previous versions! ** NEW FOR PAPA'S BURGERIA TO GO ** Papa's
Burgeria To Go is redesigned and reimagined for smaller screens so your fingers don't get in the way of action! CONTROL YOUR THUMB - You switch drives using buttons at the corners of the screen, perfect for your thumb. Use buttons in the top corners to switch booking tickets without having to drag them back and forth. You can also
see all your booking tickets in a zoomed-in mode for easy reading. GRILL STATION - We've made it easier than ever to keep track of your burgers, with Timers stuck in every burger patty that you can read in an instant, showing the cooking time and how each side is cooked. You can also buy alarms in the store to add every hour, so you
get a notification when it's time to flip or remove a burger. With multi-touch support, you can quickly flip and remove burgers using multiple fingers. Try a triple-tap to turn three patties in a row! BUILD STATION - With a traditional drag-and-drop system, your finger will block your view, so we've completely changed Build Station to work on
smaller screens. You swipe a carousel of Topping Bins over the top of the screen, and gently push it to line up toppings with the burger below. Just tap the bottom of the screen to drop a topping from the tray above! You can also press a button to swap topping bins with Burger Bins, which keeps all the patties you've cooked on the grill.
And with full multi-touch support, you can hold one finger sliding the shelves and another tap at the bottom of the screen, so stacking burgers is a breeze! ** GAMING FEATURES ** - Hands-on burger shop games in the Papa Louie universe - All new controls and gameplay designed for smaller screens - Multi-task between grilling,
stacking, and dining - Buy to buy upgrades using your game tips - Over 60 customers to unlock with unique orders - Challenging Closers and Food Critic - Over 50 in-game achievements to earn ** NOTE FOR TABLET USERS ** Papa's Burgeria To Go is designed specifically for smaller screens. If you're looking for big screen gaming,
check out the original Papa's Burgeria for Android! Write external storage Allows you to write to external storage, such as SD card. Internet Provides access to Internet networks. Read External Storage Allows you to read from external storage, such as SD card. Papa's Burgeria 1.2.0 Update - Bug Fixes and Improvements- Now With
graphics on newer iPads More 1.2.0 2012-04-26 - - Fixes and Improvements - Now with sharper graphics on newer iPads 1.1.3 2016-06-29 Bug fixes 1.1.2 2015-11-26 - Solved problems in iOS 9 with storage slots - Fixed an issue with timers stuck at the bottom of the screen- Bug fixes 1.1.1 2014-10-31 Bug fixes 1.1.0 2014-10-06 - New
furniture, wallpaper, and floors added - Various bug fixes 1.0.3 2013-11-08 - New furniture, wallpaper, and floor laid! - Fixed microphone message and icons for iOS 7 - Added button for multiple games on title screen - Various fixes 1.0.2 2012-10-19 Fixed Breakfast Blast minigames for iOS 6 1.0.1 2012-09-27 - Fixed graphics issues with
iOS 6 - Minor fixes and performance improvements improvements improvements
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